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Śrīmad Vālmiki-Rāmāyaṇa

(With Sanskrit text and English translation)

Part—I

[ Bala-Kāṇḍa and Ayodhya-Kāṇḍa ]

(Rendered into English by Shri C. L. Goswami and his associates)

Publisher’s Note

The Vālmiki-Rāmāyaṇa is read all over India with great reverence and love as it contains the most authentic story of Lord Śrī Rāma, one of the two most popular Avatars who lived amongst us thousands of years ago but have left an indelible impression on our lives, which is as fresh today as it was during the time of Vālmiki, a contemporary of Śrī Rāma. It is one of the world’s most remarkable classics and excels all in its moral appeal. It is full of lessons for all and deserves to be read with interest and profit by all lovers of healthy literature. It is noted for its poetic excellences and is the oldest specimen of epic poetry. An authentic and readable translation of this world-renowned book was published in Hindi, the national language of India, many years ago after critically editing the text with the help of different recensions, and is very widely read all over the Hindi-speaking and adjacent areas.

Although great care has been taken in translating and printing these books, typographical and other errors may have crept in and we crave the indulgence of our kind readers for them. In our translation we have tried to reproduce the meaning of the original as best as possible so as to enable the reader to follow the text word by word, and made it as close as possible, preserving even the grammatical peculiarities of the original and translating even indeclinables like अ, ए, ओ, ए and so on, which cannot be called redundant in the work of a Rṣi. We leave it to our learned readers, who are conversant with both the languages, to judge how far we have done justice to the work which has fallen on our weak shoulders. In the end we dedicate our humble effort to the Almighty Lord Śrī Rāma, who has sustained us throughout in His abundant grace and enabled us to bring out these volumes.

Volume I and II — $9.95 each

Volume III due for printing in 1971. This volume is the last of a set and may be pre-ordered at the same price. Each of the series is a limited edition of 2,000 copies.

Order from: Psychedelic Review
4034 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
Posters by GRAPHOTO

"The Statement with an Image"

IT AIN'T A FREE COUNTRY IF A MAN CAN'T BLOW WHAT HE PLEASES
ADM HORATIO POTBLOWER

YOU - Free Together
2 color process, 17" x 22"
Poster $1 Super-Post Card 3 for $1
Send cash, check or money order to:
GRAPHOTO
P.O. Box 40116
San Francisco, CA 94110

Send for free flyer of our other posters.
Wholesale inquiries welcome

Adm. Horatio Potblower
3 colors, 14" x 22"
Poster $1 Super-Post Card 3 for $1

Aloe Areca Asafoetida Bayberry Benzoin Beth Root Black Cohosh Blessed thistle Bittersweet

HERBS THAT TURN YOU ON

Send for our free brochure,

Herbs and Their Uses - a list of herbs available from the Magic Garden Herb Company with a brief statement on some of the purposes for which they have frequently been used.

Magic Garden,
P.O. Box 332,
Fairfax, California 94930

Domingo Dulce Franchinse Goni Kola Guaiac Hops Horseradish Kava Kava Help Kofu Lobelia

Bogale Weed Capsicum Calendula Chamomile Catnip

Matico Muira Puama Myrrh Scotch Broom Yohimbe
"VEEVA LA MUTATION"

From the amoral rapidograph of LEE CONKLIN. This book recently published by The Print Mint of Berkeley, has 48 pages of drawings with full color cover. Book size - 11" x 17". Send $2.50 cash, check or money order to:

* PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW * 4034 - 20th Street * San Francisco, CA 94114
CULTURAL, MEDICAL AND LEGAL PERSPECTIVES ON MARIJUANA
An anthology of carefully selected papers on marijuana emphasizing its contemporary usage. Contributors include James Carey, William McGlothlin, Fred Meyers, Andrew Weil and many others. Edited by David E. Smith of the Haight Ashbury Medical Center.

paperback $1.95 • cloth bound $5.95

Send all orders prepaid to:
Psychedelic Review
4034 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

TRIPS 66
HAIGHT-ASHBURY ARCANA OF EARLY TRIP-ART
SEND 4.95 TO:
MELONLY MELONEY
998 SANCHEZ STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94114
DYNAMITE DOPE BOOKS

Complete Cannabis Cultivator

By Mary Jane Superweed — Everything you could possibly need to know about growing pot indoors or out; explains in detail how to plant, grow, harvest and cure, divulges southern Mexican (Michoacan) and Indian methods for raising highest quality plants. Also, special ways to grow with artificial light, cope with plant diseases and soil problems. Special chapter about breeding a crop of seeds which will produce all female plants. Many other useful facts. $1.00

The Super Grass Growers' Guide

The handbook for high-power pot farming - an amazing supplement to the Cannabis Cultivator with the most recent scientific advancements in marijuana growing. Grow giant plants in half the time, graft, legal plants to glass roots so they mature containing full potency cannabis resins, grow without soil hydroponically, create genetically superior breeds, make 'acid' grass 3 to 5 times the normal strength. Plus other exciting discoveries. $1.00

Marijuana Consumers and Dealers Guide

Do it yourself - make hashish from grass, LSD from morning glory and wood rose, mescaline from peyote; turn inferior pot into super grass, test for THC, rehabilitate sugar-cured weed. Easy to understand diagrams plus tips on how not to get burned. $1.00

D.M.T. Guide

Drug Manufacturing for Fun & Profit by Mary Jane Superweed is the sequel to the MCDG (above). Tells how to make D.M.T. — a powerful smokeable instant psychedelic high. Also, how to turn grass into an aphrodisiac. Tips on growing superior grass. Important info on hash, the honest dealers weight table & Mary Jane's own macrobiotic recipe for super hash candy. $1.00

The Pot Book

The first book of our series encompasses the history, cultivation and distribution of marijuana with instructions on curing and cooking grass for your eating and smoking pleasure. Illustrations include cartoons and method of distinguishing male and female plants. $1.00

Herbal Highs

The comprehensive guide to natural and (in most cases) legal psychedelic herbs. More than 60 plants discussed, with pictures, methods of preparation & use, correct dosage, effects & after-effects. Includes their psychedelic chemistry and other important information. Also tells where these herbs may be easily obtained! $1.00

Herbal Aphrodisiacs

By Mary Jane Superweed. A sequel to Herbal Highs. A thoroughly fascinating and up to date treatise on natural and mostly legal substances which excite erotic desire, build sexual power, aid in overcoming impotence and frigidity, and put men and women in the mood for love. Tells where and how to procure most of these substances. Also contains an excellent chapter on nutrition for sexual potency and a section on herbal tonics for female complaints. Plus a revolutionary approach to birth control. $1.00

HURRY! WHILE THEY LAST!

Fill out, clip & send this slip with cash, check or money order to:
FLASH BOX 16425 San Francisco, CA 94116

Indicate No. desired: Name______________________

Cannabis Cultivator

Super Growers' Guide Address______________________

Marijuana Dealers

D.M.T. Guide City______________________

The Pot Book State______________________

Herbal Highs Zip______________________

Herbal Aphrodisiacs

Please add 25c for handling

Amount enclosed $______________________

Dealers inquire... many other head goodies.
PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW BACK ISSUES NOW AVAILABLE

Issues Include:

Number 1  The Hallucinogenic Fungi of Mexico, R. Gordon Wasson
          The Individual as Man/World, Alan Watts
          The Pharmacology of Psychedelic Drugs, Ralph Metzner

Number 2  Psychosis: “Experimental” and Real, Joe K. Adams
          Botanical Sources of New World Narcotics, Richard Schultes
          Hermann Hesse: Poet of the Interior Journey, Leary and Metzner

Number 3  Aldous Huxley, G. Heard, H. Smith, A. Watts, T. Leary
          Hallucinogens of Mexico, R. Gordon Wasson
          The Religious Experience, Timothy Leary

Number 4  LSD and Psychotherapy, Sanford M. Ungar
          The Treatment of Frigidity with LSD, T. Ling and J. Buckman
          A Peyote Awakening, Joyce James

Number 5  Expectation, Mood and Psilocybin, Metzner, Litwin and Weil
          Psychedelic Metaphysics, David Drake
          Zen Buddhism, Edward Mauzin

Number 6  Transcendental Experience, Religion and Psychosis, R. D. Laing
          Hallucinogenic Drugs, William H. McGlothlin
          Daru and Bhang, G. M. Carstairs

Number 7  Psychedelic Prayers and the Tao Te Ching, T. Leary
          Yogic Experience and Mescaline, John Blofield
          Mechanisms of Hallucinations, Heinrich Klüver

Number 8  Biochemical Pharmacology of Psychotropic Drugs, D. X. Freedman
          Mystical State and Regression, R. Prince and C. Savage
          Programmed Communication with DMT, T. Leary

Number 9  Programming Psychedelic Experiences, Metzner and Leary
          The Native American Church, Stewart Brand
          Seven Drawings, Isaac Abrams

Number 10 The Use of LSD with Autistic Children, Robert Mogar
          LSD and Sexuality, Richard Alpert
          LSD, Chromosomes, and Sensationalism, J. Fort and R. Metzner

Order From: Psychedelic Review, 4034 - 20th Street, San Francisco, CA 94114.
$3.00 per copy, or $25.00 per set (1-10). Orders must be prepaid.
Forthcoming issues include:
—An in-depth interview with Ram Dass (Richard Alpert)
—Religious implications of LSD-induced paranormal experiences
—LSD and genetic damage
—Transcendental meditation
—Anticholinergic hallucinogens
—Astrology as a selective guide in psychedelic experience
—Voluntary control of inner states
—Therapeutic uses of Ibogaine
—Reviews of current research on psychedelic phenomena
—Psychedelic art
—Book reviews
—News and Notes

PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW
4034 - 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

$7.50 for one year (4 issues)
$14.00 for two years (8 issues)

Please enter my name for a PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW subscription.
I have enclosed ________________

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

City and State: ______________________________________________________________ Zip _______

Outside U.S. subscribers add $1.50 per year